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Pureflame & Silver  draft82510
 
consider fire.
the ultimate servant and destroyer of man.
we think we know fire, yet few of us know more than the weak candle flame of fire, that is, fire at it’s low 
temperatures as seen in everyday life.  the flames we typically see are gloriously raw and dirty things, sparked 
into life and consuming fuels at low temperatures while starving for oxygen.  the mesmerising beauty of the 
campfire is a blatant corruption of flame and represents fire at it’s most base.  refine that magic  with an 
injection of ready oxygen into an efficient fuel and you will witness fire as a living entity with character and 
definition.  at it’s most hot, metals touched with fire must be viewed  through protective lenses that black out 
all but the most intense light temperature.  for fusing  .999 silver chain rings, small and medium scale, you 
won’t need elaborate oxy/fuel torch rigs.  a good butane hand torch will do the job just fine with power to spare.  
additional heat signatures add to the versatility of your studio, and can greatly speed you on towards success 
as well as disaster,  but a properly controlled butane torch is a good introduction to pureflame.  pureflame 
must be sculpted with the proper oxygen to fuel ratio to produce a well defined sharp edged point of clean 
blue flame.   recipes for fire, melting temperatures and like knowledge are of interest to the artist, and are well 
covered elsewhere.  an unadjusted butane fuel/oxygen mix will usually show as a fluffy finger of  cool blue.  as 
you correctly adjust the amount of atmospheric oxygen available to the mix you will find a sharpening cone 
growing from the throat of your torch.  the sharper the point, the higher the temperature.  learn the spectrum 
of heat  thrown by your flame and use them all as pigment.
 
 
 
The Assumption of Power   draft82410
 
I.
Properties of .999Silver
 
pure .999Silver defines itself with a phosphorescence unseen in other metals.
In new raw form, given clean light, the metal is clean white, all the way back into shadows of charcoal.  smooth 
Silver is highly reflective.  as polish level recedes into a fog from oxidation or pitting, a rich gray is suggested in the 



afterglow.  roughing the surface by hand bending results in a wavy shimmering of available light.  from these base visual 
presentations, reflected color from surrounding objects play a rainbow.  the overall effect is to give the wire a star brite 
presence framed in a subtle rounded shadow.  it is this very shadow that reveals the mysteries of Silver.
roughing the surface mechanically results in scarring, either by surface depth of injury, as does flesh, or, by mechanical 
bending with pliars.  scarring will introduce not only sparkles of fresh metal, but also refracted shadow and additional 
faces of reflection.  
 
The Silver is at it’s root in the bare hands.  As is the Art.
 
Fire is the breath of life for .999Silver.  Fusing is the soul.
With pureflame, Silver is fused into a continuum of shape.
It is for the Artist to find their way.
 
.999Silver has no sex.
it is equally expressive of the yin and the yang.
 
Silver will take the hammer willingly, yielding with a seeming empathy/compassion for the hand.
 
The basic form of .999Silver is the infinite wire.  from nothing, diameter increases into fine chain: micro-hairs, into wire, 
sheet, and bulk.
 
The fortress of .999Silver is subdued with the application of heat, chemicals, and mechanical means.  
Heat from the hands and the movement of Silvers molecular structure work hardens the metal noticeably.  work 
hardened, The Silver shows the suggestion of memory, which is enhanced when the wire is formed into a spring coil.  the 
varying degrees of hardness each bear a particular signature which should be learned by hand.
 
it is the application of Fire that soothes this hardness and returns the will of Silver to the hand.
 
[sample: .999Silver, 16 gauge  round wire.]  
 
 
II.
The Application of the Hand
 
.999Silver, when annealed, follows the hand in the lighter thicknesses.  there is no apparent memory or spring to speak 
of.   shapes morph with a fluidity that closely echo the life movements of the hand.  the primitive expression of the wire 
is reminiscent of handwriting, and recognized by the mind at the same level.  once hand worked, straightened wire will 
assume a form descriptive of a musical wave; a most basic expression of universal truth.  consider string theory applied 
to .999Silver wire.













 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Preparations For Fusing  draft 82710

 
for a ring to fuse cleanly, joining surfaces must be dead-flat where they meet.
there is no solder to fill the joint, and any space must be filled by flowing metal which is subtractive to the 
contour of the ring at the site of the fuse.  too much space, caused by an improper cut, or poorly aligned 
surfaces, will at the extreme, cause the ends to draw away from one another instead of fusing together.  partial 
fuses are worse than no fuse because grace cannot be recovered.  
 
the proper fusing join before fire will show a weak springy attraction between the surfaces.  gently bend the 
edges a bit beyond each other and then pull back, align carefully, and release; allowing the surfaces to settle 
solidly together.  beware the memory of lateral twisting at the join.  when the fuse flows, any lateral energy will 
release and deform your ring.  
 
maximising surface area contact at the join is key to successful fusing at the highest quality levels.  a good tight 
coil is the start of a good ring.
I’m using Tronex 7223 Flush Cutters.  a jewelers saw can also be used with even greater ease, once mastered, 
because at the kerf, the angles naturally match and are subsequently easy to align.  with cutters, you are making 
two individual cuts and they must match flawlessly.  where the saw is self-aligning, there are all kinds of 



unwanted expression to be had from a pair of even the finest flush cutters.  I would not choose one tool above 
the other, each has an important signature to the work.  the saw is a file, the cutters a knife.
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it’s all about touch with fire.
the torch whispers, The Silver speaks.  
you’ve only to learn the language of exchange between the pureflame and The Silver.
the subtleties of true understanding are revealed visually.  look for it.  The Silver under proper flame trucks quickly 
through various colors of deepening pearlescent pinks until it glasses with the molten fluidity of the fusetime, 
which is where the work is done.  so, in the beginning you should focus on learning the fast color progression 
leading to fusetime.  the actual work done during fusetime is something that must be experienced to be learned 
and assimilated.  it is good to recognize these requirements in any art because attainment of skills is generally 
a matter of developing muscle memory to follow the way of an understanding.  both mind and muscle respond 
well to repetitive process.  mentally, try and accelerate the time it takes to learn fusetime.  go slowly with 
deliberation.  properties to see:  other than color progression, know that The Silver under flame is undergoing 
constant and rapid molecular change, as heat excites movement and alignment.  this is the alchemy of Silver.
 
now comes the rub.  any fluid, no matter the temperature, can be moved about in a painterly way.  In the above 
rings, the first two show a pronounced gathering of Silver near, but not at, the site of the join.  in a fluid state, 
under fire, the Silver ran this way.  what caused this?  how is it repeatable?  
fusing is natures casting box.  the fluid nature of molten .999Silver does not follow the patterns of water.
where water would fall flat, Silver flows in curious directions with volition.  it will fall and fill naturally, this is 
the mailers art, but it will also flee the flame, bulge and thin.  
 



draft 82810
the only way forward is to layer .999Silver wire and sheet of various gauges together and start fusing 
sculpturally.
already, I have a talking chain promised.
 
 
 
tectip: burn yourself as soon as possible and get it over with.
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